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Deep pink in colour with ruby reflections, due to the characteristic polyphenols of 

the grape variety; intense and persistent on the nose, it offers hints of red fruits with 

floral aromas of roses and violets. On the palate, it remains fresh and delicate yet 

equally incisive thanks to the depth of its alcoholic content. Its pleasantly rich and 

lingering finish completes the tasting experience.

The grapes are hand-picked in crates in the last week of September to obtain a 

balanced wine, both in terms of body and acidity. The grapes are soft-pressed with 

a brief period of maceration at a controlled temperature followed by the 

separation of the free-run must applying the saignée technique and primary 

fermentation takes place in the absence of oxygen. Once complete, malolactic 

fermentation begins, enhancing the softness of the wine to counterbalance the 

relatively high fixed acidity. Vinification is completed via a microbiological 

stabilization and subsequent refinement in the bottle for several months.

Tasting Notes: 

100% Aglianico cultivated in vineyards located in the hilly areas of the territory 

denominated D.O.C, typical of the north-eastern slopes of Mt. Taburno, on 

calcareous-clayey soils, with a small percentage of sand in some cultivated 

areas. 

Food pairings: 

A versatile wine, ideal with elaborate pasta and rice dishes, fish and white meat. 

Pairs well with medium-mature cheeses. 

Serving temperature:

Harvest & production technique: 

Grape varieties & production area: 

Serve at 11° / 12° C. 

 CLASSIC

PALLET 80X120CARTON (BOTTLE LAY DOWN VERSION) 

CODE

N. OF BOTTLES

FULL PRODUCT NAME

PRODUCT
ALC./VOL% BOT. SIZE BOTTLE HEIGHT(cm) BOT. DIAMETER(cm) WEIGHT(kg) BAR CODE

BAR CODE CASE SIZE (HxLxP) cm WEIGHT(kg) CONFIGURATION HEIGHT (cm)

9 LAYERS OF 11 CASES
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